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Abstract 

 
Purpose: This paper discusses several challenges faced by super-selective pseudo-continuous 

arterial spin labeling used to quantify territorial perfusion in the cerebral circulation. The effects 

of off-resonance, pulsatility, vessel movement, and label rotation scheme are investigated and 

methods to maximize labeling efficiency and overall image quality are evaluated. A strategy to 

calculate the territorial perfusion fractions of individual vessels is proposed.  

Methods: The effects of off-resonance, label rotation scheme, and vessel movement on 

labeling efficiency were simulated. Two off-resonance compensation strategies (multi-phase 

pre-scan, field map), cardiac triggering, and vessel movement were studied in vivo in a group of 

10 subjects. Subsequently, a territorial perfusion fraction map was acquired in 2 subjects based 

on mean vessel labeling efficiency. 

Results: Multi-phase calibration provided the highest labeling efficiency (P = 0.002) followed by 

the field map compensation (P = 0.037)) compared to the uncompensated acquisition. Cardiac 

triggering resulted in a qualitative improvement of the image and an increase in signal contrast 

between the perfusion territory and the surrounding tissue (P = 0.010) but failed to show a 

significant change in temporal and spatial SNR. The constant clockwise label rotation scheme 

yielded the highest labeling efficiency. Significant vessel movement (>2mm according to 

simulations) was observed in 50% of subjects. The measured territorial perfusion fractions 

showed good agreement with anatomical data.       

Conclusion: Optimized labelling efficiency resulted in increased image quality and accuracy of 

territorial perfusion fraction maps. Labelling efficiency depends critically on off-resonance 

calibration, cardiac triggering, optimal label rotation scheme, and vessel location tracking.   

 

 

Key words: Super-selective, Arterial spin labeling, territorial perfusion, cardiac triggering, off-

resonance, labeling efficiency 
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1. Introduction  

 
Perfusion measurements of vascular territories in the brain offer critical clinical information on 

cerebrovascular function. In the presence of steno-occlusive cerebrovascular disease, vascular 

territory maps can be used to identify and evaluate collateral flow pathways (1)(2). In 

cryptogenic stroke, blood supply knowledge of individual arteries to different parts of the brain 

can help identify the origin of the stroke and guide treatment (3). The current clinical gold 

standard for measuring brain vascular territories is digital subtraction angiography, an invasive, 

non-quantitative procedure relying on the injection of a contrast agent which increases the risk 

of neurologic complications (4).  

In the last decade, the use of MRI Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) has gained popularity as a 

noninvasive and quantitative alternative for measuring brain tissue perfusion. Pseudo-

continuous labeling (PCASL) is the current preferred inversion scheme (5) in which blood spins 

flowing through a label plane are continuously inverted to generate a bolus of label which can 

be measured downstream in the tissue after a short transit time. More recently, the PCASL 

scheme was extended to include vessel-selective labeling to map perfusion territories. Vessel-

selective labeling generally uses additional in-plane gradient blips (perpendicular to the slice-

selective gradient) in-between RF pulses and the tracking of the accumulated phase at the 

target location for the next RF pulse. In vessel-encoded PCASL (VE-PCASL) (6), combinations 

of vessel pairs are placed in label and control condition by in-plane gradients with a constant 

amplitude to generate a π-phase-shift between vessel pairs. Contributions from individual 

vessels are estimated by acquiring multiple combinations based on a Hadamard encoding 

strategy. To facilitate labeling of individual vessels and to avoid lengthy post-processing 

procedures, Helle et al. (7) and Dai et al. (8), developed super-selective PCASL (SS-PCASL). 

By applying gradient blips with time-varying amplitudes, the SS-PCASL scheme generates a 

circular label spot with adaptable center location and size. While the ability to label intracranial 

arteries is one of the major advantages of SS-PCASL, the focus of this work is on labeling in the 

neck vessels. There is considerable clinical interest in mapping the perfusion territories of the 

main brain-feeding arteries due to the high anatomical variability of the circle of Willis (9)(10). 
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However, many of the issues and solutions investigated are also applicable to intracranial 

territorial mapping as well as to VE-PCASL. 

While the feasibility of SS-PCASL has previously been shown in a number of clinical 

applications (1)(11)(12)(13), SNR still remains a challenge (14). PCASL is well known to be a 

low SNR technique. In SS-PCASL, SNR is further reduced because of inherently lower labeling 

efficiency (7), particularly noticeable in low-flow vessels such as the vertebral arteries. A 

reduction in labeling efficiency can result in the erroneous conclusion that an artery is not 

contributing to the perfusion of a region in the brain. Labeling efficiency can vary significantly 

within a scan session, between vessels, and across subjects. Consequently, there is a need to 

maximize labeling efficiency and to assess efficiency differences between vessels in order to 

produce accurate, quantitative territorial perfusion maps. These challenges, together with the 

overall availability of the sequence, must be addressed for SS-PCASL to become mainstream. 

In the following, the primary causes of reduction in labeling efficiency and SNR, as well as our 

strategies to mitigate them, are outlined. 

 

Field inhomogeneity (off-resonance): In the presence of off-resonance, the mismatch between 

the applied RF phase increment and the phase gain experienced by the spins results in a 

weakened spin lock, therefore reducing the efficiency of the flow-driven adiabatic inversion. 

Although rarely used in current publications, a number of off-resonance compensation 

strategies for non-selective PCASL have been proposed (15)(16)(17). Here, we evaluate two 

compensation strategies for SS-PCASL, a multi-phase pre-scan and a field map acquisition, to 

estimate the optimal off-resonance phase compensation. While the field map measures field 

inhomogeneity directly, the multi-phase pre-scan estimates the off-resonance indirectly from a 

set of perfusion images acquired over a range of RF-phase correction increments.  

Pulsatility: In PCASL, label and control images are acquired sequentially in a fixed interval (TR) 

and therefore at different time points in the cardiac cycle. Variations in blood flow during the 

label period can affect labeling efficiency. Furthermore, differences in the blood volume in the 

cerebral arteries at the time of the acquisition can lead to significant artifacts when subtracting 

the label from the control images. Here, we explore the use of cardiac-triggered SS-PCASL to 

reduce the effects of pulsatility based on the scheme for standard PCASL by Li et al. (18). 

Label rotation scheme: The circular label spot in SS-PCASL is created by applying time-varying 

in-plane gradient blips, which create a set of rotating inversion bands. The rotation scheme is 

determined by the time course of the in-plane gradients. Previously proposed label rotation 

schemes have shown a significant influence on labeling efficiency (7). Based on Bloch-
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simulations, we compare the labeling efficiency of multiple label rotation schemes in the 

absence and presence of off-resonance. 

Label spot size and position: The success of SS-PCAL depends on accurate positioning of the 

label spot onto the vessel of interest. Any mismatch can result in a significant reduction in 

labeling efficiency. The effects of vessel movement are explored via Bloch-simulations and 

compared to in vivo vessel movement measurements.   

This work is intended as a practical guideline for acquiring high quality territorial perfusion 

fraction maps with SS-PCASL. Towards that goal, we first investigate the effects of off-

resonance, pulsatility, vessel movement, and rotation scheme on SS-PCASL labeling efficiency 

and overall image quality. We evaluate strategies to mitigate different sources of error based on 

practicality and effectiveness. Finally, we present a strategy to estimate the territorial perfusion 

fraction for individual neck arteries based on direct measurements of labeling efficiency.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Bloch simulations 

Simulations were performed in MATLAB to investigate the effects of off-resonance, label 

rotation scheme, and vessel location on labeling efficiency. We simulated the inversion of the 

longitudinal magnetization of spins flowing through the label plane subject to SS-PCASL RF and 

gradient pulses. The flow of spins was modeled in a 4 cm slab centered around the label plane. 

Based on the spatial mean velocity in the internal carotid artery (ICA) and vertebral artery (VA) 

(PC-MRI data from study 2, see section 2.2), a parabolic velocity profile was generated for each 

of the 20 acquired temporal phases. The parabolic velocity profiles were discretized with a grid 

containing 30 points in the radial direction. For each point of the profile, Bloch simulations were 

repeated for all cardiac phases. Based on the balanced version of PCASL, ’label’ and ’control’ 

pulse trains were simulated with the same gradient waveform but with a 180° RF phase shift 

between RF pulses in the control condition. Labeling efficiency of each spin was calculated as                                       [1], where             and          are the longitudinal 

spin magnetizations at the end of the simulated slab for the control and label conditions, 

respectively. The labeling efficiency was then averaged over the cardiac cycle and subsequently 

velocity-weighted over the vessel cross-section to yield a mean labeling efficiency. The 

parameters of the label train were set to match in vivo parameters (see section 2.2). The 

amplitudes of the in-plane gradients are determined by a design-specific rotation scheme. We 

focused on three schemes: constant clockwise, fully random, and pseudo-random rotation (7). 

All schemes were based on 32 evenly distributed angular gradient positions and a constant 
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effective in-plane gradient                           , which corresponds to a label spot 

size of 18 mm (FWHM).    and     were set to         and       , respectively. 

Mean labeling efficiency was evaluated for different amounts of off-resonance, ranging from 0 to 

400 Hz. The three label rotation schemes were simulated and compared to a non-selective label 

scheme. The effects of vessel movement were simulated by moving the center of the vessel-

cross-section out of the label spot. Mean labeling efficiency was evaluated over a range of (0-

10) mm vessel movement. 

 

2.2. In vivo imaging  

Two in vivo studies were performed on a total of 12 healthy subjects (9 males, 3 females, mean 

age 27.8). The study protocol was approved by the local Internal Review Board and written 

consent was obtained from each participant. All scans were performed at 3T (GE Healthcare 

MR750, Waukesha, WI) with a 32-channel receive-only head coil.  

Study 1: Optimization of labeling efficiency 

This study included 10 volunteers. The protocol started with a 2D time-of-flight (TOF) of the 

neck to determine the optimal position of the label plane and the location of the arteries. A 

position slightly above the carotid bifurcation was selected, where both carotid and vertebral 

arteries run perpendicular to the label plane and the distance between vessels is maximal. The 

sequence parameters are: TR/TE = 12.7/2.4 ms, voxel size = 0.43 x 0.43 x 4 mm3, 20 slices, 

acquisition time = 47 s. The image volume, not including the region of the label plane, was 

shimmed only once before the first PCASL sequence using the standard GE pre-scan 

procedure. The table position was kept fixed throughout the perfusion scans to avoid any 

change in the magnetic field.  

Off-resonance calibration:  Off-resonance was investigated by acquiring three sets of SS-

PCASL images of the left ICA, each with a different off-resonance calibration. The calibration 

strategies consisted of a multi-phase pre-scan, a field map, and a scan without calibration. We 

performed the three calibration strategies in randomized order, each followed by a cardiac-

triggered SS-PCASL scan (details below). In the multi-phase calibration, a non-selective PCASL 

perfusion pre-scan (          ) was acquired with multiple phase corrections added to the 

RF pulse train. The RF phase correction was increased in steps of 0.4 rad, covering a range of 

[-3.2, 3.2 rad], between acquisitions of each label/control pair. The sequence consisted of a 

single-shot spiral acquisition (slices = 16, voxel size = 3.75 x 3.75 x 7 mm3, TR/TE = 4000/4 ms, 

label duration = 1800 ms, post-labeling delay = 1400 ms, number of frames = 34 (17 phase 
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increments), background suppression, acquisition time = 2 min 40 s). The slice prescription and 

the remaining sequence parameters were identical to the SS-PCASL scan (details below). The 

optimal off-resonance phase correction was estimated on the fly by subtracting pairs of control 

and label, masking a slice in the center of the image volume, averaging the signal intensity for 

each phase, and finding the maximum of a least-squares curve-fit with a sine-function. Next, a 

field map was collected in the same location as the PCASL label plane to measure the off-

resonance directly. The acquisition consisted of a spoiled gradient echo, single slice, TR = 18 

ms, voxel size = 0.85 x 0.85 x 4 mm3, flip angle = 20°, and a ΔTE = 2.5 ms (which corresponds 

to an off-resonance frequency range of ±200 Hz). The phase correction was estimated by 

manually drawing a ROI around the vessel of interest and calculating the average off-

resonance. The vessel itself was excluded from the ROI to avoid flow effects.    

 

 

Cardiac triggering: Two sets of SS-PCASL images were collected with and without cardiac 

triggering, using the phase calibration of the multi-phase pre-scan. For this comparison, the 

dominant vertebral artery was labeled and the pulsatility artifacts, which are most dominant in 

the middle cerebral artery, were observed outside the posterior perfusion territory. In the 

cardiac-triggered SS-PCASL perfusion scan, the balanced label/control pulse train was applied 

for 1800 ms (in-plane gradient amplitude           , slice-selective gradient amplitude          , average slice-selective gradient                , 1ms time gap between RF 

pulses). After a post-labeling delay of 1800 ms, 16 slices were collected with a 2-shot spiral 

acquisition scheme (voxel size = 3.75 x 3.75 x 7 mm3). Six subtraction image pairs were 

collected. The background suppression scheme included a saturation pulse right before the 

start of the RF label train and 2 adiabatic inversion pulses during the transit delay, followed by a 

fat suppression pulse. A cardiac-triggered scheme base on Li et al. (18) was used to trigger the 

start of the saturation pulse, as measured by a peripheral pulse oximeter, attached to the 

subject’s index finger. After a minimum TR of 4400 ms, the sequence waited for a trigger to start 

the next label period. A proton density image was collected at the beginning of each perfusion 

scan. The total acquisition time for the perfusion scan was 2 min :45 s ± 10 s. In the non-

triggered scan, the TR was fixed at 4400 ms. All other sequence parameters were kept identical 

to the cardiac-triggered scan. A non-selective perfusion scan with the cardiac-triggered, 

balanced PCASL scheme was collected as well. 
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Vessel movement: A single-slice 2D TOF was collected with the same TOF parameters in the 

label plane before each perfusion scan to detect any subject movement and to update the 

vessel location needed for accurate placement of the label spot (acquisition time = 2 s). 

 

 

Study 2: Territorial perfusion fraction map 

Territorial perfusion fraction maps were obtained in two additional healthy volunteers based on 

the results of study 1. The protocol started with a 2D TOF and a multi-phase pre-scan followed 

by a cardiac-triggered SS-PCASL of both carotid and vertebral arteries. The cardiac-triggered 

SS-PCASL was then adjusted to estimate labeling efficiency of each vessel directly above the 

label plane. Two image slices with a 18 cm FOV and 3mm slice thickness were positioned 

approximately 2 cm above the label plane. The label time was 500 ms and the post labeling 

delay 10 ms. Background suppression was turned off except for the fat suppression pulse. For 

each vessel, 2 pairs of label and control images were acquired with 4 interleaved shots using 

the same off-resonance compensation. All four arteries were collected sequentially in a single 

scan, resulting in a total acquisition time of ~2 min.  

At the end of the protocol, phase-contrast MRI (PC-MRI) was acquired with the same slice 

prescription as the two slices used for labeling efficiency (gradient echo, TR/TE = 5.3/3.1 ms, 

voxel size = 0.43 x 0.43 x 4 mm3, VENC = 100 cm/s, phase-encoding perpendicular to slice, 20 

cardiac phases). Additionally, a 3D TOF of the circle of Willis was obtained for anatomical 

reference (gradient spoiled echo, TR/TE = 21/2.5 ms, voxel size = 0.43 x 0.43 x 1.5 mm3, 2 

slabs with a total of 118 slices, ARC acceleration factor = 2, acquisition time = 2 min 48 s). 

 

2.3. Image post-processing and analysis 

Image post-processing and analysis were performed in MATLAB. All SS-PCASL images were 

reconstructed to a 128-by-128 resolution via zero-padding in k-space. Label and control images 

were averaged and subtracted. 

 
Study 1: Optimization of labeling efficiency 

 
Off-resonance calibration: Perfusion images were first normalized by the proton density image. 

A relative labeling efficiency was calculated by dividing the vessel-selective by the non-selective 

perfusion images and masking the territory of the left ICA. The mask, which included gray and 

white matter, was created by manually defining the outline of the left ICA perfusion territory 
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based on the mean vessel-selective perfusion image. Finally, a histogram of the relative labeling 

efficiency was least-squares fitted with a Gaussian function to estimate the mean relative 

labeling efficiency. The difference between calibration strategies was analyzed using a non-

parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test with a significance threshold of 0.05.  

 

Cardiac triggering: A quantitative comparison of the cardiac-triggered and non-triggered images 

was performed by selecting a single slice in the center of the volume and creating two ROIs: An 

“inside” ROI of the vertebral perfusion territory and an “outside” ROI of the small vessels distal 

to the middle cerebral artery (MCA) to capture arterial pulsatility artifacts. We calculated a 

spatial SNR (sSNR) and a temporal SNR (tSNR) in both ROIs. sSNR was defined as the mean 

signal over the spatial standard deviation outside the brain. tSNR was calculated as the mean 

signal over the temporal standard deviation within the ROI based on six pairwise subtraction 

images. Successful reduction of pulsatility artifacts was characterized by high SNR in the inside 

ROI and low SNR in the outside ROI. Furthermore, a contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was defined 

as the difference between the two ROIs divided by the temporal standard deviation outside the 

brain. A statistical comparison was performed with a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test 

with a significance threshold of 0.05. Additionally, a qualitative comparison was conducted by 

four expert observers. Each observer rated the pairs of cardiac-triggered and non-triggered 

images without prior knowledge of the acquisition method. Image quality was assessed by the 

delineation of the perfusion territory and by the amount of pulsatility artifacts outside the 

perfusion territory. 

 

Vessel movement: Vessel movement was quantified by measuring the vessel center locations in 

each acquired 2D TOF image and calculating the absolute distance to the initial location at the 

beginning of the protocol.  

 

Study 2: Territorial perfusion fraction map 

 

Labeling efficiency of individual arteries: The vessel-averaged labeling efficiency was obtained 

by first calculating the labeling efficiency map       based on the complex reconstructed SS-

PCASL images above the label plane (Eq. 1). The “true” labeling efficiency was calculated by 

compensating for signal loss due to T1-decay during transit on a voxel-by-voxel basis according 

to                                        where     is the distance between label plane and the 

image slice, chosen such that all 4 vessels are intersected as perpendicularly as possible. The 
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cardiac-averaged velocity field   was acquired with PC-MRI and co-registered to the mean 

subtraction image above label plane. The T1-relaxation in arterial blood was set to               . Finally, each vessel was masked and a velocity-weighted average labeling efficiency 

was calculated.   

For validation, a relative labeling efficiency was defined as the ratio of vessel-selective to non-

selective vessel-averaged labeling efficiency. The relative labeling efficiency based on the 

measurements in the neck was then compared to the relative labeling efficiency based on the 

measured perfusion signal in the carotid territories of the brain (see section 2.3, study 1: off-

resonance calibration).    

 

Territorial Perfusion fraction map: Vessel-selective perfusion images were first scaled according 

to their average labeling efficiency. A median filter with a 4x4 window was applied to remove 

noise. The perfusion fraction map was calculated by dividing the efficiency-scaled vessel-

selective images by the total perfusion on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Total perfusion was defined 

as the sum of all efficiency-scaled vessel-selective perfusion images in order to yield a fraction 

sum of one. The resulting combined perfusion image was then visually compared to the 

measured perfusion image obtained with the non-selective method to ensure that all main 

feeding arteries were included. For reference, a standard color-coded territorial perfusion map 

was created by assigning each voxel a color based on the highest contributing artery. 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1 Off-resonance calibration 

Figure 1 shows the simulated mean vessel labeling efficiency for different label rotation 

schemes over a range of off-resonance frequencies. The labeling efficiency is robust for small 

amounts of off-resonance, but it significantly decreases for larger amounts of off-resonance. For 

an off-resonance frequency greater than 250 Hz, which corresponds to a phase accumulation of 

π/2, the order of label and control switch (negative mean labeling efficiency). Overall, the 

vessel-selective label schemes were more prone to a reduction in labeling efficiency due to off-

resonance compared to the non-selective label scheme. The constant clockwise rotation 

scheme showed the highest labeling efficiency for small amounts of off-resonance. However, for 

larger amounts, the labeling efficiency of the constant clockwise scheme decreased faster 

compared to other label rotation schemes. The pseudo-random scheme offered the best results 
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when large amounts of off-resonance are present, but showed diminished maximal labeling 

efficiency at small amounts of off-resonance. The fully-random scheme showed overall the 

lowest labeling efficiency. The constant clockwise scheme was chosen for all following in vivo 

experiments, given its superior labeling efficiency in combination with the proposed off-

resonance compensation method. 

In the first part of study 1, an in vivo comparison of two off-resonance calibration strategies was 

performed. Figure 2 illustrates the calculation of the off-resonance phase compensation based 

on a multi-phase pre-scan (a) and a field map (b). The results of the off-resonance calibration 

comparison are summarized in Fig. 3. Both multi-phase and field map calibrated SS-PCASL 

scans yielded statistically significant increases in labeling efficiency (Wilcoxon signed rank test, 

P = 0.002 and P = 0.037, respectively) compared to the non-calibrated scan (Fig. 3a). The multi-

phase calibration consistently outperformed the field map calibration (Wilcoxon signed rank test, 

P = 0.002). The left ICA perfusion territory of two subjects is illustrated in Fig. 3b for each 

calibration strategy. For subject (1), both field map calibrated and non-calibrated scans had 

significantly reduced labeling efficiency, which resulted in difficulties to distinguish between 

perfusion signal and background noise. The multi-phase calibrated provided a clear image of 

the perfusion territory. Subject (2) presented with an anatomical variation of the circle of Willis, 

where the territory of the right anterior cerebral artery was perfused by the left ICA. This is an 

important perfusion detail which was difficult to identify in the non-calibrated scan. Both the 

multi-phase and field map calibrated scan achieved sufficient quality to identify the perfusion 

territory as well as capture the anatomical variation. The measured off-resonance phase 

corrections based on the multi-phase pre-scan and the field map are plotted in Fig. 4. A linear 

regression model revealed a constant offset between the off-resonance phase obtained from 

the field map and the multi-phase pre-scan.  

 

3.2 Cardiac triggering 

The efficacy of cardiac triggering on reducing pulsatility effects and improving overall image 

quality was investigated in study 1. A qualitative comparison of the cardiac-triggered and non-

triggered mean subtraction images resulted on average in improved image quality with cardiac 

triggering (Fig. 5). A subject with improved outcome is shown in Fig. 6. The pairwise 

subtractions of the non-triggered acquisition displayed pulsatility artifacts around the middle and 

anterior cerebral arteries (white arrows), whereas the cardiac-triggered acquisition showed a 

significant reduction in pulsatility artifacts. A quantitative analysis of the cardiac triggering 

performance is shown in Fig. 7. Both sSNR and tSNR did not result in a significant change 
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inside or outside the perfusion territory with cardiac triggering. However, there was a statistically 

significant improvement in CNR with cardiac triggering.  

 

3.3 Vessel movement 

Figure 8a shows the simulated mean labeling efficiency over a range of off-center vessel 

positions. Both carotid and vertebral arteries experience a steep drop in labeling efficiency for a 

vessel movement of more than 2mm relative to the center of the label spot. The maximum 

vessel movement measured during the in vivo scanning protocol in study 1 is shown in Fig. 8b. 

The median maximum movement measured over the group of subjects was below 2 mm, but 

half of the subjects had at least one vessel with more than 2 mm movement during the protocol. 

 

3.4 Territorial perfusion fraction map 

Building on the results from the first in vivo study, we collected a full set of SS-PCASL images 

and measured the labeling efficiency in two additional subjects in study 2. The T1-decay 

compensated labeling efficiencies and the relative labeling efficiencies of the main feeding 

arteries in the neck are summarized in Table 1. The relative labeling efficiencies based on the 

measured signal above the labeling plane and the perfusion signal in the brain tissue showed 

good agreement for subject 1. For subject 2, there was an offset between the relative 

efficiencies. The post-processed territorial perfusion fraction maps alongside standard color-

coded territorial maps are shown in Fig. 9. Subject 1 presented with ipsilateral perfusion 

patterns. The perfusion of the posterior circulation was dominated by the left VA, which was of 

increased caliber as confirmed by the TOF images.  Subject 2 presented with an absent basilar 

artery. Perfusion to the posterior circulation was solely provided by the right ICA artery through 

the right posterior communicating artery. Again, these findings are in line with the anatomical 

data.  

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper, we discussed several factors that significantly affect the quality of SS-PCASL 

acquisitions. We showed that off-resonance compensation, cardiac triggering, a constant 

clockwise rotation scheme, and vessel location tracking improved labeling efficiency and overall 

image quality. Furthermore, we presented a workflow to generate accurate territorial perfusion 

fraction maps by maximizing labeling efficiency and accounting for differences in labeling 

efficiency between vessels.  
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Off-resonance calibration: Study 1 revealed a significant increase in labeling efficiency for both 

the multi-phase and field map compensation strategies. Theoretically, both methods should 

yield the same optimal phase correction for off-resonance. However, the multi-phase calibration 

consistently yielded higher labeling efficiency and increased perfusion territorial accuracy 

compared to field map calibration scans. While the field map captures the presence of off-

resonance due to B0-field inhomogeneity, the multi-phase pre-scan also accounts for additional 

imperfections in the magnetic field induced by the PCASL label train itself. This was reflected in 

the linear regression of the off-resonance phase measured with the multi-phase pre-scan and 

the field map, which showed a constant phase offset between the two methods. The most likely 

source for additional off-resonance is the presence of eddy-currents, caused by the fast 

switching of the slice-selective and vessel-selective gradients (19).   

The multi-phase pre-scan used in this work was derived based on previous work. Jung et al. 

(17) proposed the acquisition of PCASL images over a range of phase increments with 

subsequent curve-fitting to generate the final perfusion images. However, SNR efficiency was 

reduced due to a small number of averages per phase increment and the acquisition time was 

significantly increased. Shin et al. introduced a pre-scan procedure based on a multi-phase 

PCASL acquisition to estimate the ideal phase-correction for each vessel (OptPCASL) (20). 

Additional to the estimation of a global phase correction, the amplitude and direction of in-plane 

gradients to compensate for off-resonance variations between vessels were calculated. 

However, this approach required prior knowledge of the vascular territory map. Here, we used a 

multi-phase pre-scan based on the estimation of an average phase correction over all vessels. 

In the presence of an off-resonance gradient between vessels, the accuracy of the calibration 

will be reduced. However, in our in vivo study, differences in off-resonance between vessels 

were negligible. As an alternative to the multi-phase pre-scan, a field map was used in this work 

to measure the off-resonance in the label plane directly. Jahanian et al. previously showed the 

benefits of estimating the off-resonance compensation in standard PCASL based on a field map 

(15).  

Despite notable increase in labeling efficiency, the multi-phase calibration has so far not found 

widespread use in standard PCASL due to the additional time necessary for the acquisition 

(2:30 min) and post-processing (1 min) of the calibration scan. However, acquiring only a range 

of   should be sufficient to estimate the optimal phase correction in the future, which would cut 

the acquisition time in half.  

While non-selective PCASL label schemes typically produce clinically usable images, even in 

the presence of moderate off-resonance, SS-PCASL label schemes are more susceptible to off-
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resonance (see Fig. 2). In vivo experiments showed that in the non-calibrated SS-PCASL scan, 

labeling efficiency was significantly decreased in some cases to the point where, the perfusion 

signal disappeared in the background noise.  

The amount of off-resonance in the labeling plane is highly dependent on the applied shimming 

procedure. The standard pre-scan procedure, used in our protocol, only shimmed the image 

volume without the region of the label plane. While label plane shimming isn’t available on our 

system, it might be on other scanners, which could significantly decrease the amount of off-

resonance in the label plane and potentially eliminate the need for a calibration scan all 

together. Furthermore, when the labeling plane is within the shimmed imaged volume (e.g. 

labeling of intracranial arteries), off-resonance will also be significantly reduced. However, 

changes in the magnetic field induced by the SS-PCASL label train itself still need to be 

compensated for. Therefore, the use of a calibration scan for SS-PCASL is highly 

recommended in situations where the label plane is outside the shimmed region.  

 

 

Cardiac triggering: A qualitative inspection of the mean subtraction images showed a reduction 

in arterial artifacts and an overall improvement in image quality with cardiac triggering. The 

statistical comparison showed a significant improvement in CNR. However, no significant 

changes in temporal or spatial SNR were observed. One limiting factor of the analysis was that 

the temporal variance was based on only six pairwise subtractions. The success of cardiac 

triggering, more specifically the suppression of pulsatility artifacts, is highly dependent on the 

stability of the heart rate. A change in heart rate between label and control images can lead to 

imperfect subtractions and therefore artifacts like those present in non-triggered sequences. 

Movement of the pulse oximeter clip during the scan can further reduce the efficacy. Overall, 

Cardiac triggering increased the scan duration on average by 10%, depending on the heart rate. 

The effects of the cardiac pulsatility on labeling efficiency were previously studied by Verbree et 

al. (21). The triggering of start-of-labeling as well as the end-of-labeling showed no significant 

change in labeling efficiency. Although cardiac triggering did not improve labeling efficiency, Li 

et al. showed that triggering the start-of-label train reduced temporal variance in non-selective 

PCASL (18). While pulsatility artifacts are less visible in non-selective PCASL images, they do 

affect the accuracy of perfusion quantification. In SS-PCASL, pulsatility artifacts have an even 

larger impact on the image quality and more importantly the estimation of perfusion territories 

and fractional ratios.  
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Label rotation scheme: The constant clockwise rotation of the vessel-selective gradient blips 

between RF pulses resulted in the highest labeling efficiency for small amounts of off-

resonance. For larger off-resonance, the pseudo-random rotation scheme, as recommended by 

Helle et al. (7), outperformed the constant clockwise rotation scheme. We decided to use the 

constant clockwise rotation scheme for all in vivo experiments since off-resonance was 

compensated. However, in scans without off-resonance calibration, the pseudo-random rotation 

scheme would be preferable.  

 

Vessel movement: The success of SS-PCASL highly depends on the match between label spot 

and vessel position. A label spot size of 18 mm (FWHM) was chosen based on a number of 

previous experiments, which showed good selectivity for the majority of vessel anatomies in the 

neck. Generally, the label spot size should be as large as possible to maximize labeling 

efficiency, but as small as necessary to avoid labeling of neighboring vessels. For intracranial 

labeling, the label spot size will have to be reduced by increasing     to account for the 

proximity of cerebral arteries. Based on the label spot size used in our setup, simulations 

showed a tolerance for a mismatch of approximately 2 mm. These results are in line with 

simulation and in vivo results reported in (7). Here, we wanted to investigate vessel movement 

under realistic conditions. The acquisition of single-slice 2D TOFs in the label plane allowed us 

to track vessel movement throughout the protocol. The median maximum movement measured 

in the group of subjects was below 2 mm, but half of the subjects had at least one vessel with 

more than 2 mm movement. Movement generally increased towards the end of the scan, as 

subjects became less comfortable on the table. Vessel movement was only measured within the 

label plane. Motion in the slice-selection direction was not measured directly in this work. 

However, since the label plane was positioned in the part of the vasculature where both carotid 

and vertebral arteries are relatively straight, movement in the z-direction was assumed to have 

only minimal impact on the vessel location. 

All the subjects in our study were healthy volunteers, capable of lying still for an extended time. 

In the clinical setting however, these ideal conditions will likely not be met, and the expected 

vessel movement will most likely be larger. It is therefore recommended to frequently update the 

vessel position for the SS-PCASL scan throughout the protocol.  

   

Territorial perfusion fraction map: The overall goal of vessel-selective PCASL is to detect the 

outline of the perfusion territory and to calculate contributions of individual arteries to the overall 

perfusion in each voxel. Of particular clinical interest are areas of mixed perfusion. Kansagra et 
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al. previously presented a post-processing method to calculate perfusion fractions of the carotid 

and basilar perfusion territories based on VE-PCASL (22). Images were scaled based on a 

relative labeling efficiency (ratio of vessel-selective to non-selective perfusion signal) (6)(22). 

The method of calculating relative labeling efficiencies was also used in study 1 to compare 

different off-resonance compensation strategies in the left ICA due to its straightforward 

calculation without the need for additional scans. Unfortunately, this method is only suitable to 

estimate the labeling efficiency of the carotid and basilar arteries. Due to the mixing of vertebral 

flow in the posterior cerebral arteries, the relative efficiency of each vertebral artery cannot be 

calculated based on the perfusion images alone. Here, we proposed a strategy to measure the 

labeling efficiency of all four vessels directly by acquiring images slightly above the label plane 

while the inverted spins are still in the arteries. Chen et al. (23) previously proposed a method to 

measure the labeling efficiency by tracking the outflow of the bolus in the image plane over time 

using a look-locker acquisition, which was then used to estimate the transit time in each voxel 

and to compensate for T1-decay. In this work, we acquired a single time point, assuming that 

the bolus was still fully present in the image plane. The bolus transit time was calculated based 

on direct measurements of velocity. The labeling efficiency was calculated by first dividing the 

complex subtraction of control and label image by twice the control image and then 

compensating for T1-decay during transit. In order to minimize acquisition time of the labeling 

efficiency sequence, we made the assumption that measured signal in the arteries in the control 

image approximates the fully relaxed spin magnetization. This assumption was based on 

previous simulations showing the magnetization in the control state was approximately constant 

over a wide range of velocities. Furthermore, off-resonance was compensated during the 

acquisition. A comparison of the relative inversion efficiencies in the carotid arteries, obtained in 

the neck and at the tissue level, showed good agreement in subject 1 but resulted in an offset in 

subject 2. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is the temporal variation between 

subtraction images, which is only captured by the relative labeling efficiency based on the 

perfusion images.    

Color-coded perfusion maps provide a straightforward illustration of the perfusion territories of 

individual arteries. However, it is rather difficult to extract quantitative information on mixed 

perfusion. Here, we calculated perfusion fractions by scaling the vessel-selective subtraction 

images based on the labeling efficiencies and dividing by the total perfusion. The scaled and 

smoothed territorial perfusion fraction maps showed the perfusion territory of each vessel 

clearly. The results in mixed perfusion territories such as the posterior circulation were in line 

with the anatomical properties revealed by the corresponding 3D TOF images. For accurate 
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calculation of the perfusion fractions, it is important to ensure that all brain feeding arteries are 

included in the total perfusion. Here, we carefully inspected the TOF images for any anatomical 

variations or collateral pathways. Furthermore, we visually compared the total perfusion based 

on the combined vessel-selective images with the non-selective perfusion images. 

 

Intracranial labeling: While our investigation focuses on labeling the main brain-feeding arteries 

in the neck, SS-PCASL can also be used to label intracranially. Perfusion territory mapping of 

cerebral arteries can offer valuable clinical information for example in patients with intracranial 

stenosis or arteriovenous malformation (11). Many of the discussed issues and solutions may 

still be applicable, however, there are some important differences to point out. First, with the 

label plane being within the shimmed region of the brain, the amount of off-resonance will likely 

be reduced. Second, for intracranial arteries the tolerance for movement may be different due to 

the smaller label spot size typically chosen to distinguish between neighboring arteries. Finally, 

pulsatility artifacts due to differences in blood volume during the acquisition will still be present. 

Therefore, some of the strategies proposed for labeling in the neck could also be beneficial for 

intracranial applications. 
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6. Figure captions 

 
FIG. 1: Simulated mean labeling efficiency in the presence of off-resonance for different label 

rotation schemes. The close-up shows the difference in labeling efficiency between label 

rotation schemes for small amounts of off-resonance. 

 

 

FIG. 2: Off-resonance calibration. (a) In the multi-phase pre-scan, the perfusion signal is 

measured for different amounts of added phase. Each column in the top image represents one 

phase increment, the rows correspond to different slice positions. The optimal phase correction 

was determined by a least-squares curve-fit with a sine-function. The blue line represents the 

average signal for each phase increment and the red line the curve-fit. (b) Based on the 

acquisition of a field map in the same location as the PCASL label plane, off-resonance was 
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measured around the vessel of interest. First, a ROI was drawn manually in the magnitude 

image (top) and then applied to the frequency image (bottom).   

 

 

 

FIG. 3: (a) Quantitative comparison of the average relative labeling efficiency for three off-

resonance calibration approaches (multi-phase pre-scan, field map, no calibration) over all 

subjects. The asterisk (*) represents a value of P<0.05 with the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The 

multi-phase calibrated scan consistently produced the highest signal, followed by the field map 

calibrated and the non-calibrated scan. (b) Left ICA perfusion territory of two subjects for 

different off-resonance calibration strategies compared to a non-selective perfusion scan. 

Overall, the multi-phase calibrated scan yielded the highest amount of signal. Subject (1) 

yielded overall low perfusion signal for the field map and the non-calibrated scans, only multi-

phase calibration resulted in an adequate representation of the territory. The same pattern was 

observed in subject (2), which presented with anterior collateral flow, best visible in the multi-

phase calibrated scan. 

 

 

FIG. 4: Pairwise comparison of the off-resonance phase measured with the multi-phase pre-

scan (mp) and the field map (fm). Data was fitted with a linear regression model.  

 

 

 

FIG. 5: Qualitative comparison of cardiac-triggered and standard non-triggered SS-PCASL. 

Changes in the image quality with cardiac-triggering were assessed by four expert observers 

and rated as improved, equal, or decreased.  

 

 

FIG. 6: Pairwise and mean subtraction images for a non-triggered and cardiac-triggered 

perfusion scan of the dominant vertebral artery in the same subject. White arrows indicate 

pulsatility artifacts in the middle and anterior cerebral arteries caused by the acquisition of 

control and label in different phases of the cardiac cycle.  
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FIG. 7: Statistical comparison of cardiac-triggered and non-triggered SS-PCASL of the dominant 

vertebral artery. (a), (b) sSNR inside and outside the posterior perfusion territory showed no 

statistically significant improvement with cardiac triggering. (c), (d) Cardiac triggering did not 

result in a significant improvement in the temporal variance, represented by tSNR. However, 

there was statistically significant improvement (*) with cardiac triggering in CNR (e). (f) Inside 

and outside ROI placement based on mean subtraction perfusion image of the vertebral artery.   

 

 

FIG. 8: (a) Bloch simulation results showing the impact of vessel movement on labeling 

efficiency for both carotid and vertebral arteries. (b) Maximal recorded vessel movement during 

in vivo scanning protocol over all subjects.  

 

 

FIG. 9: Territorial perfusion in two subjects. (a) Axial MIP of TOF angiogram. (b) T1-weighted 

anatomical image. (c) Color-coded perfusion map based on the following color-coding: green = 

right ICA, blue = left ICA, yellow = right VA, red= left VA. (d) territorial perfusion fraction map of 

the neck arteries. Subject 1 presented with a posterior circulation dominantly perfused by left 

VA. TOF confirms increased caliber of left VA (arrow). Subject 2 presented with absent basilar 

artery. Posterior circulation is primarily perfused by right ICA (Arrow indicates the presence of 

the right posterior communicating artery with an increased caliber). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Labeling efficiencies of the main feeding arteries in the neck 

 

     
     
  Subject 1  Subject 2 

Vessel                                                                             
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Right ICA 
 

0.79 0.48 0.60 0.63  0.80 0.35 0.44 0.28 
Left ICA  0.79 0.46 0.59 0.64  0.81 0.46 0.56 0.39 

Right VA  0.53 0.40 0.75 -  0.48 0.45 0.92 - 

Left VA  0.89 0.82 0.92 -  0.46 0.40 0.86 - 

 
Measured and T1-decay compensated labeling efficiencies were based on the non-selective 

(        ) and vessel-selective (        ) PCASL scan above the label plane. The relative labeling 

efficiencies were defined as the ratio of vessel-selective to non-selective labeling efficiencies 

measured in the arteries (        ) as well as the ratio of vessel-selective to non-selective 

perfusion signal at the tissue level (         ).  
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